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About This Game

GameHouse presents The Love Boat – Second Chances, a brand-new time management adventure filled with romance, fun and,
well… quite a bit of chaos.

It’s up to you to juggle the duties of a cruise director and tend to the passengers. But be sure to find time to enjoy the beautiful
beaches of sunny Acapulco as well as the luxuries on board the ship as you sail from Los Angeles to Mexico on the cruise of a

lifetime. Oh, and don’t forget the souvenirs! ��

⚓ Based on the hit TV show from the 80s!
⚓ Level your crew to upgrade them, letting them help you more

⚓ Play as different characters - each character has his or her own special talent!
⚓ Designed for mobile, so items are easier to see and select

⚓ Sail through 60 levels, each offering an additional 2 challenges!
⚓ Replay levels using different characters for extra challenges

⚓ Help move the story along with funny, interactive cut scenes
⚓ Master 12 cruise-themed mini games and ace every level

⚓ Laugh along with 4 fun story lines, one starring Sally and François!

This cruise will be like no other! Set sail on the Pacific to exotic locations and go on excursions in the destination ports. Help
the crew as they face a myriad of pitfalls in this sitcom game.

Julie is great at helping passengers with their “affairs of the heart”, but how will she deal with her own?... Bert wants to throw a
birthday party for his wife – but she has other thoughts! Doc is looking for romance, but has he found it in Helen? She’s not who

she seems… The comedy continues with Sally and François, who round out the passenger list. However, the word is out that
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they’re a jinx! Will they cause waves of destruction wherever they go, or is the crew only imagining things?
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Fantastic game to test your logical and metaphorical knowledge!. Uninteresting puzzles. Simple graphics. Very short.

I feel bad saying this, but it's really not worth the asking price. Something more in the range of $0 to $3 would be more
appropriate.. I somewhat fun short game with some minigames in it.

So it basically boils down to a dev who lost his build of his game and now tries to make one with a compilation of other things
from his roommates.

The mini games are okay and there's some referenes to gaming and internet stuff.

Give it a shot if you want, but you'll probably forget it in a few days because it isn't memorable.. this game is super grindy for
gems. You can buy gems in the store for real money. In other words: P2W.
Apart from that, an average game, nothing special. Would not recommend however, because it's designed with P2W in mind.
Surely there's better tower defense games out there, that just have normal progression and don't rob you blind after you already
paid for the game itself.

some forced impressions:
Forced Impressions . The game uses SecuROM as a DRM management solution. There is an activation limit of 5 times.
The game itself is okay but nothing great.

It's in no way worth the DRM and activation hassles.
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I paid $20 for this turd and it hasn't been updated in almost two years now. What a waste of money. Pretty screen shots and an
empty world. Even at 99 cents, don't buy it.. If you like big scale RTS this one is MASSIVE. Awesome movie made by Norton!
:). This game was pretty clever and cute. It had some cute social commentary and broke the fourth wall. I enjoyed the art style
and originality behind it. It's a short game, but it has certainly made an impact.
. Amazing idle game. Can be both played as a speed based platformer of sorts or a long term idle game where other players help
you and you help other idle players.

The staff are great and have helped on many occasions.

It has some improvements that I am looking forward to which is the point of early access.

If you're looking for an idle game that is constantly improving each update, check this game out.
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